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Editorial

Please Note

Dear Poets and Writers,

River Poets Journal retains one time
rights to publish your work online and in
You know that old cliché about “life is what
print. All future rights are retained by the
happens while you’re making other plans,”
author.
well it happens to be true for most of us.
I began working on the Spring/Summer issue Although River Poets Journal prefers first
months ago. I was plugging along, getting time submissions, previously published
excited over the work, believing I would exceptional work is accepted with a note
actually meet my schedule.

indicating previous publication.

I prepared for a poetry conference workshop,
survived Hurricane Matthew, although We ask if your work has been published
without the Internet, and electricity, there’s previously by another literary magazine,
very little an editor can accomplish.
please provide acknowledgement of the

first publication, such as, "previously

I did get to spend a few days driving around
published by River Poets Journal, plus
town to soak up the air conditioner in my car,
and watched dump trucks hauling away a ton month/year.”
of shingles, siding, fences, trees, and signs.

Simultaneous submissions are accepted.
In the aftermath I returned plants to the front We ask that the author notifies us as soon
deck, replenished my refrigerator, and spent as they are accepted by another literary
about a week catching up on emails.
site or publication.
Finally I was back to work for one week, but
wait. Life had other plans; a series of health Please provide a short bio of 2 -5 lines
issues that plagued me one after another.
with your submission. Either a personal
I’ve always believed that good things come in
three’s, but so do bad things. It’s my Irish
heritage that is drawn to folklore. So I am
hoping the bad series of threes is coming to a
conclusion and the New Year will begin with
three good things. Knocking on wood as I type.

bio, current list of publications, or combo
will do.

Column space presents problems when
formatting a poem in a journal. Please
refrain from mixing long lines in a short
or average line length poem. Although it
As the result of my misadventures, this issue might be an excellent poem, it may
has been combined and is packed full of poetry
prevent publication due to space.
and stories for all.
Judith Lawrence, editor

Upcoming Publications in 2017
Beginning 2017 there will be two larger issues published yearly:
The Special Theme Issue, published in June, 2017,
and The Seasonal Issue, published in December, 2017.
The Special Theme will be announced online January, 2017
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River Poets Journal Submission Guidelines
River Poets Journal Accepts:











New and Established Writers
Poetry - up to 6 poems - please include your name and email on each poem submitted.
Short Stories - under 5,000 words
Flash Fiction - under 3,000 words
Essays - under 500 words
Short Memoir - under 1,000 words
Excerpts from novels that can stand on their own - under 3,000 words preferred
Art (illustrations and paintings) or Photography
A short bio of 2 - 5 lines
Simultaneous and previously published “exceptional” poems are accepted as long as we know
where poems are being considered or have appeared.

We prefer:









Work that inspires, excites, feeds the imagination, rich in imagery; work that is memorable.
Work that is submitted in the body of an email or as a word attachment, but will accept work
through snail mail if the writer does not use a computer. Unselected snail mail submissions are
returned if the author requests and SASE is provided with sufficient postage.
When submitting work, please provide a short bio of 3-4 lines. Listing all your published work is
not required. If not previously published, write something about your life you would like the
readers to know.
Previously being published is not a requirement for publication in our Journal. We love new
writers with great potential.
Send work in simple format, Times New Roman, Arial, Georgia 12 pt font, single spaced.
Please note long line poems may need editing to fit constraints of formatting.

We do not accept:




Unsolicited reviews
Pornographic and blatantly vulgar language
Clichéd or over-sentimental poems or stories

Response time is:
3 to 6 months depending on time of year work is submitted. All submissions are thoroughly read.
River Poets Journal Print Editions:
$23.00 per issue plus media postage cost. Note: International shipping cost varies. For ordering
multiple copies, please email me for exact cost to avoid overpaying postage. Payment accepted
through Paypal, Money Order or Check. Please do not send cash. Delivery of printed copies ordered
take 4-6 weeks due to response time of orders placed, and fitting into the Print Shop schedule.
Contributor Copies: River Poets Journal issues are free in PDF format online for easy access. We
do not offer free contributor print copies with the exception of a featured poet, featured artist/
photographer, as the printing cost would be too prohibitive for a small press.
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Poetry
To All Of Us Who Live In New Lands
The dial is resistant to my counter-clockwise.
The current scenery refuses to be revoked.
The bough outside my bedroom window
is the domain of blue jay, cardinal and woodpecker.
No kookaburra laugh can ever again sound my alarm.
Whatever happened to that movie of childhood's cobalt sky,
clouds as fleecy as Merino sheep,
red white and gray school uniform
and the satchel tight against spine.
Must be stored somewhere in my unremembered dreams.
The problem is I cannot roll back
the places I have been, the people I have met on my travels.
Even my age is set against any attempt at reverse.
The buses can't go backward those many thousand miles.
The airplanes that maybe could do it are long since grounded.
Even the one I so happily married
can't take that first encounter elsewhere.
What does reverse even have to work with?
American cooking dominates my table.
The meat pie, the pavlova, can't even get a look in.
And where are my flannelled cricketer fools?
Not on these baseball fields, I assure you.
I can't even convince my tongue to pull out of its Yankee-isms,
resolve one twang with another.
After all this time, my present, my past, can barely spell each other.
Nor do customs take kindly to their ancient brethren.
Try Googling forty years ago. Impossible.
I'm done in by everything from foliage to friends.
Lantana's buried somewhere in the loosestrife.
My family have moved on from when they said goodbye.
They're dead, some of them.
Try telling that to a reminiscence.
And the trees undressing outside my window now
arc oaks and maple, not eucalyptus.
Their colors shift like the eyes of strangers.
None of that gray ghost bark even the name itself, a haunting.
©John Grey
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Poetry
Enlightenment
a body of water is not adequately contained
as if you might rise slowly without your skin
from everything you have gathered
I hope what you said will hang around a while
ten thousand beginnings waking at the end
*

*

*

a small pond is like this
you can hide it between your eyelids
but sooner or later you’ll have to see
how it falls away a little at a time
you wake with the pond and feed it
and the parts of you that are hungry
are the ones that are eaten
*

*

*

a little rain is contained in the pond
among redwing blackbirds you can expect each fall
a renewed study of flags untethered and tossed
like colorblind blankets of evening
the eyeless flame sees wooden green desire
eating its future and feeds it
*

*

*

one end of the conclusion leads to the other
you share the pebble in your mouth like a compliment
a pond offered a basket of gentle hurricanes
but the baby remained stationary
it seemed to be doing what we wanted
and then we wanted it to be doing something else
we were folding and unfolding
we thought we were making love
*

*

*

a box of light was pasted on the front of the large dark house
one of the girls that lived there was a bagpipe afraid of inflation
the pond knew the girl was watching me watching myself
I seemed to be capable of saying something damp to anyone at all
accomplishment: the moment before you realize you’re capable of more
©Rich Ives
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Poetry
Persimmon
Her hands long to nurture
what is native to this soil:
Beauty bush and red holly
Indian blanket fires
The humble scarlet and baby pink
heads of wild sage.
Then there is the persimmon,
its sunset skin otherworldly
giving way to soft flesh
on candied tongues.
Yet the fruits are years in the making,
and some female trees will never bear.
Ten years Ago, August 29, 2005

How many seeds has she held
as the cold of winter left no sapling?
Inert never-weres scattered
until there were no tears left
to salt the earth.

The stench still permeates
ingrown through the
Big Easy
lingering orbs of light
protrude from balconies
How is she to believe it, then,
spirits
when the first leaf appears?
whelm from darkened
A ginger touch to its small green stem.
wrought iron courtyards
This one will live.
fog rolls in from the
One day, her children will swing from its branches. Mississippi
One day, her grandchildren will eat of its fruit.
As we move dream like
on the bricks of Royal
©Jessi Elana Aaron
Street
with the after-image
of quiet suffering
a dispossessed
people
who passed 1,833 souls
when levees were breeched
waters rose to the eaves of
homes
bodies, left where they lay
unexplained alone
like Vera Briones makeshift
grave of plastic tarp and dirt
stones that spelled
GOD HELP US
©Alice Norman
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Poetry
Hurricane Me

News from a Turkish village

Who can comprehend how a wind begins?
In the Caribbean as a ripple
a wave of a moth's wings or
a flower plucked near an unnamed star
however it begins it tracks along the
Gulf Stream gathers the sea
ahead of it sprawls northward impertinent
packing a wallop they say on the radio
I worry for my gentle house my obedient tools
my timid basement and so as the wind picks up
I organize the shelves in my garage
the first drops thump against the roof
I let fall the door
stand in my driveway
face southwest
as if to shelter my invalid garage
from this thundering schoolyard bully
a single raindrop hangs from the tip of my nose
I let it fall into my mouth
salty sweat and Caribbean mist
another raindrop hangs from the tip of my nose
hands on hips
I blow that drop
back to the southwest
Who can comprehend how a wind begins?

They would bury the girl
in a grove of cherry trees
and etch in white stone
proof that she was.
In the beachside cafes
they said she’d been poisoned
by mussels, that her mother
had bundled her possessions
and tossed them into the sea
at dawn, pink and blue
and the call to prayer
for a village funeral
just after noon. But I knew
her death-truth was elsewhere,
some flank of rocks, some
fact she’d revealed to her father,
her body scarred,
then scarred again.
The baby would not be,
would disappear nameless
into the soil with her

©Bill Gillard
where years after
rows of cherry would make
the horizon white
and she more forgotten.

After
After we said
goodnight,
parted,
I found
the moonlight
lounging
on the floor,
heard footsteps
down the dark
stairs.

©Carl Boon

©Ronald J. Pelias
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Poetry
Saloni Kaul’s Queensland Sonnets (IV)

News From A Turkish Village

In virgin valleys where the Daintree wanders
Pure and untouched as bride on bridal morn ,
O’er there the heart breathes out emotion to ponder
About the larger than life dreams of man.
A myriad perching plants cloak tall tree trunks
As clothes adorn and beautify and maketh man ;
Sustaining themselves pliant epiphytic flora bunks
Call for support on which to lean, cling tight as clan.
Like students on good teacher’s shoulders rise, these climb
Like employees thrive on concern’s benevolence,
Hanging garden effect as poetry on rhyme ,
All dovetailed these exude perfection’s redolence.
Vast varied as bush’s lineup of plants ,
May to you life be a generous booty of grants.

They would bury the girl
in a grove of cherry trees
and etch in white stone
proof that she was.
In the beachside cafes
they said she’d been poisoned
by mussels, that her mother
had bundled her possessions
and tossed them into the sea
at dawn, pink and blue
and the call to prayer
for a village funeral
just after noon. But I knew
her death-truth was elsewhere,

©Saloni Kaul

some flank of rocks, some
fact she’d revealed to her father,
her body scarred,
then scarred again.

My View from the Patio
An elephant just fell from the sky and
painted my lawn with its remains. I still
can’t decide whether it was a suicide,
or if the zoo keeper just got bored.
Sometimes life is like that, though.
Sometimes we have to put down
our butterfly nets and fishing poles.
Sometimes we simply hold our breath
as we plummet through the clouds,
and then we keep holding it as it
poisons our blood. It’s so easy to
imagine that it will transform our bodies
into a giant balloon—like we used to get
at the carnival when we were two—
that we will be able to float back up
through the clouds, let our breath go
and watch as the menagerie marches by,
observing as it tumbles from the sky.

The baby would not be,
would disappear nameless
into the soil with her
where years after
rows of cherry would make
the horizon white
and she more forgotten.
©Carl Boon

©Jack Daniel Miles
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Poetry
What Love Can Do
Eight year-old me on a June day 1950 in Rochester, New York
On family vacation to Grandpop's home, far from Brooklyn's pavements
Here's a backyard - vegetable garden, flower bed and deep at the end
The playhouse with shingled roof and glass window
High enough to stand in, low enough to be white knight on that roof
But the mark that settled it for me -inside floor to ceiling
Taped magazine pages of the movie stars of those years
Bogart and Bacall, Cagney and Taylor, Gable and Turner
16 year -old Aunt Lorraine
With your summer sweet smile
Had done her magic -rainbows enter
My black and white city world
You, dear Aunt tears at my pains of the years
Knees no longer at easy bend
House keys living a life of their own
Family and friends passing on
But look here inside me the playhouse
Those photos…Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland
Me at 8 given
A bit of what love can do
©Greg Moglia
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Poetry
Mirror of Loneliness

Tinker Bell Calling

The loneliest rooms facing the sea
the opposite of what the people say
the sea is a mirror of loneliness
once a week the old
go out for coffee
always the same room
always the curtains open
the bricks discolored
and the railings black
and the sea that was green this morning
too ripe with age
and I look up and see
the same man in the day
that I saw at night
and dirty gulls fly in the dirty clouds
and an old man walks his dog
runs him across the street
then takes off the leash
and sets him free
on the beach
and the man picks up the bread
for the birds and throws it
and the little dog ignores him
for a sand castle

Through the leaves, I see
the sun kissing the water,
producing stars
dense as fireworks,
like thousands of Tinker Bells
calling Peter Pan to play.
They scold me,
saying I spend too much time
on paved streets
with trucks pulling up to the curb.
In defense, I point to dense forest,
brambles poking my waist,
vines restraining my knees.
“Cut a path!” the birds call.
A kind crow swoops down
with a scythe in its beak.
The blade glints in the sun,
bright as the Tinker Bells,
winking from the water.
©Jacqueline Jules

©David Francis

Doll’s House

Lines for an Urn

I live in remembered rooms. They receive me
with the intimacy of a familiar
figure in a photograph: something
of their spirit recedes before me.

Perfect as a child, no pain
flawed the prospect of such a future.
Grace was her currency. She gave
without stint, could do no other.

It is as if I were born to haunt
a place that haunts me; there is
a balance of sorts, the silence
of a swimmer out of reach.

And though too soon she faded
to an essence, proof to drug or dart,
when she walked out into great darkness
the galaxy was written on her heart.

©Ted Mc Carthy

©Ted Mc Carthy
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Poetry
Rumors of Their Death Prove Premature

The Curve of Understanding

It’s only September but nights grow
like magic beans; does time telescope

As a kid I’d ride my bike
around a dirt path circling
the old munitions factory
with boarded-up windows
and columbines cropping up
just outside the building’s
outstretched shadows.
This was before I deemed
revenge a viable source of
renewable energy I could
pedal a lifetime on and
after I gave up depending
on what I’m feeling at the
moment. I hope there’s no
retribution from the senate
of chipped red bricks
for all the misconceptions
and times I snipped fence
to crawl onto the grounds,
looking for another wall
to tag, not with red or blue
but with hieroglyphics
and simple sketches
of what the place
looked like in its heyday.

exponentially? What happens
when the lost icons reappear?
Imagine darkness, riding the wings of a cold front,
scattering the early adopters who changed
color first, descended out of sequence.
Was it accident or trickery?
Summer hides on the paths
along the old aqueduct.
I swear I saw those telltale Indian Pipes
growing by the stump of some old oak
toppled in a winter storm past,
years after the fact a subtle rebirth.
©Jeff Bernstein
For L---A kitten breeze frisks through the trees,
the sun shines clear and gold;
bright colors, skirts above the knees,
the autos hum like bees.

©KG Newman

And I must find a way to say:
“Let’s leave in lightning bold,
pack up our hearts in summer hay
and leave this murky way.
“Your eyes inspire my heart with fire
and freeze my soul with cold;
so let’s melt care with glad desire
and rise above this mire.
“Take my hand, let’s find the promised land,
be young instead of old,
for we are children in the sand
with seashells in our hand.”
©Andrew M. Bowen
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Poetry
Rock, Water, Shore

Burial for Horsemen
(For my father, blind too early)

Splashing against the table’s marble edge
in her sea green bathrobe of faded terry cloth,

The night we listened to an Oglala life
on records, and shadows remembered
their routes up the railed stairway like
a prairie presence, I stood at your bed

I am a rock jutting out of the shore, a beautiful
baptized stone of a man, eroding each day
from the salt on her tongue, with no way to move,
nowhere to go, a castaway sculpture of feathers
and flesh, a birdman reduced to prints in the sand,
the tiny wet x’s of here marks the spot. Mornings

counting the days you had conquered.
The bottlecap moon clattered into your
room in vagrant pieces…jagged blades
needing a strop or wheel for stabbing,
great spearhead chips pale in falling,
necks of smashed jars rasbora bright,
thin flaked edges tossing off the sun.
Under burden of the dread collection,

poem floats like ash on the waves, like lips on
the sea of me, carrying what the world couldn’t
save,
what the afterlife hopes will paint the wreckage
into something forever and framed.

you sighed and turned in quilted repose
and rolled your hand in mine, searching
for lighting only found in your memory.
In moon’s toss I saw the network of your

©Daniel Edward Moore

brain struggling for my face the way you
last saw it, a piece of light falling under
the hooves of a thousand horse ponies,
night campsites riding upward in flames,

Dress-Up
In the attic’s heat and hornet-buzz
a box of great-grandmother’s clothes.
No one told me boys do not
put on velvet dresses and fox
stoles. My sisters and I made plays
with no plots, no conflicts,
and a houseful of characters. And you say,
when I see no bright line between “he” and “she;”
when life itself seems both precious
and of small moment – you say my soul
is crumbling, my heart and hands unpure, my
body soiled by the touch of old velvet.

the skyline coming legendary.
©Tom Sheehan
(Previously published by Wilderness House
Literary Review, 2011)

©Walter Lawn
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Poetry
Just Before Dawn

Bird Watching

He says it’s not lonely living out here by himself.
The isolated gravel road twelve miles from town,
two miles to his closest neighbor. He likes his privacy.
Has shelves of books—Neruda and Yeats, Hemingway
and Camus. They’re good friends and talk to him.
The mail carrier drives by every afternoon
and stops if he has a flier from Hardware Hank
or a postcard from his cousin in Coon Rapids.
It’s just that hour before dawn, after the whippoorwills,
black-crowned night herons, and mockingbirds have
taken to nest, and even the owls has found a roost.
It’s that hour just before dawn when he thinks
about Rita, the only girl he ever dated, who married
a salesman in Escanaba and raised three daughters.
Or he remembers his friend Mick Delaney
who died in a tractor rollover planting corn
on a side hill damn near thirty years ago.
But once streaks of light come over Eastman Ridge
and catbirds and cardinals start calling, his day begins.
Coffee and eggs, news on the local a.m. radio station.
Today he’ll take easel, oil paints, canvas, and brushes
and hike over the bluffs to sketch scenes of the neighbor’s
pasture: grazing Guernsey’s, Willow Creek, trees in
autumn color. Plein air art he calls it—open air painting.
If he takes a jug of water and slabs of sausage and bread,
he can find a good stump to sit on and work till sundown.
Yes, he does enjoy his solitude living way out here.
It’s just that hour before dawn.

Swallows gather on the highway
between two reservoir halves
to soak up residual sun warmth
before jetting across water
in search of bugs transparent
to human vision.
All careful to scatter
with approaching traffic
except one swallow
occupies the yellow line,
waits, waits while all others flee
it trusts the car to stay
within the lines which it does
except the bird rolls
in the already-dying backwash -a final flip the bird
to a previous car grill
racing down the road
as a swallow cuts air in a bank
not to hit the person startled
by a binocular monster.

©Jerry McGinley

©Diane Webster
Now Voyager
Some people
like butterflies alight
wings fluttering
ready for flight.
Some people
are voyagers in a sea of faces
the anchor loosens
and lulls them aimless.
Some people lack the
sticky substance that
binds them to others
for life.
Some people
are alone
in all ways
always.
©Judith A. Lawrence
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Poetry
Wendy Of the Green Hills of Vermont
(1945 – 2016)
Flowers by wire on their way
A selection of violets
which will live long after you
my dying friend from Goddard
College in Vermont.

at Kilpatrick Dorm, while people
were screwing in their rooms.
What must that be like, I wondered.
Sip on that licorice tea I sent you
it might have healing properties.
Who decided to kill you off
Who planted that curare flask
in your womb that never bore
fruit?

The trickle of blood
your own Winooski River
went unnoticed until
too late. The cancer
has spread through your
insides like blue plum jam.

As we speak on the phone
you from your bed
me on the red couch
a cardinal appears at your
window. “He is there on
account of me,” I say.

Who knew your third floor
pad in Burlington would be
your tomb. “I should have
stayed in Maryland,” you sighed
over the phone, as memories
of your parents fill you with
longing, longing now that the world
grows small as a mattress
with a morphine pump
on the side.

“For sure,” you say in that
voice I can summon at will.
The two of us lying beneath
the stars awaiting the blackness
that will come when it will.

You beat me to age seventy
We were risk-taking teenagers
when we met, sun-bathing nude
in the cow pasture, wishing our
great unrequited loves could
ride over the hill to caress us, Lenny for
you, Frank for me.

©Ruth Z. Deming

I will ride the wild stallion when
you’re gone, galloping to the
high hill on Terwood Road
to tell you who came after Obama
and if they’re advancing in the
battle against Alzheimer’s
and dementia.
Your shoulder-length hair
is gray. Like me, you stopped
coloring it. A slow concession
to time. I still remember your
articulate sentences you spoke
16

Poetry
Archaeologist’s Lament

Would you like to dance?

The desert holds secrets encapsulated in grains of sand
Ancient mysteries decoded by the archaeologist's hand
Dead men's bones, stone-carved and sun-dried brick homes
A shattered pottery shard for fragrant spikenard
Ploughs, tools and swords, coin and jewelry hoards
All of these treasures excavated by the spade
By the sweat-toiling, dust-eating archaeologist's trade.

“depends”, she replies,
“do you do the jitterbug
and skandie and Bulgarian
folk and the hop and lindy
and do you belly dance?
do you make your own
paper art forms
about the natives
of northern Finland
and do you do
veiled water colors
and triathlons and
have you a Harley
you’ve ridden in
the Sturgis parade?
do you have high arches
and a full, snug sac?
have you had sex
with a woman in a
darkened men’s room
barefoot on mushrooms
perched upon a toilet
and did either
of you fall in?
was your heart essence
here when the earth
had no moon and did
it joyously dance
as the cosmos
was created?
and, last, do you
then and again
and were you now?

Art and science are married by ancient history buried
Then, unearthing children of enigma bearing the stigma
That to be old is to be disregarded and discarded
"Where am I going?" isn't the archaeologist's lament
The conundrum is discovering precisely where time went!
©Marina Celeste Little

At a Wallace Water Fountain in Paris
That tiny tight-skin liquid-container
crossing the street in this other country,
where hearts break, where love tinkles
glasses in the leaves, where fawns abound.
I backtrack to us drying off under
a dripping Live Oak. Crossing the street
I see she is anxious about living
in treadmill boots, itching for fleur-de-lis.
I remember there
she is again, that figment, a daydreamer’s infatuation.
Quick sipping
at a Wallace water-fountain in Paris,
the space between us evaporates too fast.
©W.M. Rivera

yes?. . .
oh, so it’s no?
well, ok. . .
let’s dance
anyway”
©ayaz daryl nielsen
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Poetry
The Golden Cage
During WWII soldiers captured in North Africa as part of Rommel’s Africa corps
were brought to the United States as prisoners of war. Over 16,000 POWs were
housed in camps in the state of Alabama between 1942 and 1945.
A POW writes to his family back in Germany
that he is being treated well at the camp in Alabama,
unlike stories they might hear of prisoners in Russia.
They have good food, leisure activities and assignments
to work in the local community for eighty cents a day.
Few prisoners try to escape and the man says in his letter
that it is like being imprisoned in a golden cage.
A German soldier on release to do yard work sits
silently on the front lawn with a sixteen year old girl.
He doesn’t speak English and she speaks no German.
But they have blonde hair and blue eyes in common.
He picks up chinaberries from the grass
in the shade of the tree while the girl watches.
The soldier begins to pluck the berries from his hand
and arrange them on the lawn in the shape of a heart.
He points at the heart and then at the girl.
They both smile and she wonders if the
soldier has a girlfriend back in Germany.
Grandpa Hollis hires German POWs to work
on his peanut farm in Dothan during the war.
He is told by the military that most of the prisoners
in the local camp are anti-Nazi although they were soldiers.
Grandpa treats them well because they are good
workers and he labors right along with them.
He often brings a cold wooden case of Coca-Cola
out to the field even though he is not supposed to.
One day Grandpa draws a swastika with chalk on the side
of a farm wagon while the German prisoners watch with interest.
Then he scoops up a pile of cow manure and rubs it on his drawing.
Grandpa and the prisoners stare at one another for a long moment
and then they all break out in raucous laughter.
Later, they sit together on the tailgate of his old
pickup truck sharing some tea cakes and lemonade
his wife had packed earlier that morning.
©William Ogden Haynes
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Prose and Poetry
What’s the Use of Being Human If You Don’t Know That Life Will Break Your Heart
Eventually?
Last night I met a woman whose husband had died a scant six months ago. She described her days
as trudging through a dark canyon but knowing she had no choice but to move forward. I remember
days like that myself, but saw the light creep in high in tiny, rib like spikes. First there was no music,
just silence. Then the cinnamon scents of clematis on the garage wall on the Vineyard. The dogs put
their heads on my lap, they knew.
I look for my father in my dreams. One recent night he was leaning on me in a parking lot, couldn’t
stop slipping and sliding on the black ice from the windborne sleet and snow.
I realized that I could see him, speak with him inside my head, on the star-studded nights when the
owls called to each other across the meadow. I draw closer as I age.
©Jeff Bernstein
How We’ve Come to Mourn You
It is not a private mourning
but a mourning of collected hurt,
a bonfire of collected memories gathered together
only instead of burning to nothing
the memories burn and grow until they’re all that we see.
Even when we look away the black outlines of flames
cover everything, walls with pictures, empty two lane highways, sinks full of dish water.
They even begin to cover the sounds we hear
like cicadas bursting at dusk or the steady hum of cars passing,
the song that played on my way home after I heard the news.
You’re in the arms of an angel, may you find some comfort here.
No it is not a mourning hidden behind doors
or that only comes when we are alone
or just waking up.
It is not shy about where it decides to enter
or what time of day it decides to rise
because it is always rising.
It is when we are seated in the grass
in front of Florida blooms we have picked and placed for you
that it rises in the form of tears
finally that we can shed for you.
Otherwise it sits waiting on pillars, glowing
and burning, reducing us to ashes.
In embers, I think that you are in the arms of an angel
or the angel is you and you are carrying all of us.
©Justine Mathis
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Sixty Minute Zen

The Razing of the Spring Glen Grammar
School

A bluebird standing
on the gravel road,
like a chip of fallen sky,
is flight for a too human step,
thread through a frayed seam.
The current and wind are quiet today,
as though one were trying to out whisper
the other.
A guilty pleasure at age fifty-six,
a half-acre on the New river,
pristine, save for nine arborvitaes
planted last year and this simple
push mower that starts on the second pull.
Each lap is an orbit around my center,
she waits there with our weimaraner,
both of them silly with fresh cut grass.
As I circle, I suspect the universe
of revealing its secrets to women
while men are busy with the noise
of their machines.
And I wonder
how much of this will be
remembered
when I am someone of a much later time
who does not really understand
but find myself pointed
in the unmistakable fragrance of up.
©Charles Carr

At night, the men are gone.
I hook my fingers in the chain-link fence
and shake—the wire bends and ripples.
In the dark, my small self knows the way:
through the gym door, up the back stairwell,
he leads me down the second floor corridor
to my seventh grade classroom.
I take my seat in the chair not taken.
I have this night to sit once more
in the dreamtime between fractions,
in the shadow of the distant mountain
rising, before the past is crushed
and shoveled into trucks.
On the lot next door, where the punched
ball rolled down hill forever, the future,
ghostless, rises.
Inside, the lights are on,
men are pulling wire, making new connections,
linking telephones and computer screens to power,
placing each new student permanently on line.
Here, between cast iron radiator and plaster
ceiling, through the mullioned windows, above trees
and wires and all new constructions,
I try, again, to piece the sky together,
a sixty-year-old waiting, knowing
that tomorrow when this seventh grade classroom
window crashes, no child will look
my way again.
©Bob Meszaros
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Eclipse
Our shadow veils the moon.
She abides for awhile under our darkness,
a rich and smoky blood-orange
hung heavy and low in September sky.
It is then we see signs of the hidden ones,
those who live on the other side,
aloof, their strange geography facing out
into the vast reaches of space.
Whole cities dwell there,
mining the moon’s treasures.
Their smoky light escapes from behind,
illuminates the curve of her rim.
The astronauts are sworn to secrecy.
©Karen Jones
Caledonian Pine
She
grew old,
and like a Caledonian Pine,
alone by the river among heather and grasses,
soft needles waving in the breeze,
her once-straight places
turned to crooks and gnarls, her wood became hard as stone.
But where her bark peeled, golden places shone.
In solitude, she branched
in new directions.
Each branch thickened,
took on shape of its own, spiraled to the sky
or twisted along the ground,
arching, sheltering moist hollows
in the earth
for clover and fern.
Limbs splintered from lightning and windstorms
left scars and broken places. Now her muscled trunk leans,
but still her branches reach to the world,
still her heartwood renews
from within.
©Karen Jones
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I stand in the open house
I stand in the open house, its tiny rooms
looking onto prairie through the open door,
its rectangle of brown and gold and blue,
through windows that the outdoors pushes through.
Thin eyelet curtains, pressed in hanging, ruffle
in the breeze, the same breeze the grain out there resists.
Worn unvarnished wooden floor, the chair legs
straight down onto it, though still, not scraping.
The long grooves down the stiles that hold the back,
down the chair legs’ grain, across the spindles,
threatening to split it all to kindling;
those are years dried out of the once-tree, soft
old years susceptible to arid breeze, hollowed now
of any nectar of memory, empty of all
but parchment strands of cellulose, empty
of increments of passing time.
Only the hard years color the wood, hold
its substance and structure, remain to signify
chair or table. Only their density conveys
the knocking when the hand tilts and drags it,
moves the tacit archive of events, bridging
empty ridges of loss across the floor.
©Casey FitzSimons (Previously published in Noyo River Review in 2014)
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Passing the Amish in Upstate New York

I could trace the lines

Driving up Highway 12 in Jefferson County,
up toward the banks of the St. Lawrence,
the trees with their last late-autumn leaves
still clinging to their colors and their branches,
winding through curves and over hills,
the sky brilliant blue, sun shining brightly
betraying the near-freezing temperatures outside.

I could trace the lines
like a scar on the earth the places where the ground beneath our feet
got thinner and thinner

As we topped a gentle hill the black buggy
came into view, drawn by an elegant black
stallion at full canter, the bearded man
with his full brimmed black hat, reins
in one hand, crop in the other, his wife
beside him thick shawl-wrapped like a mummy,
scarf around her neck and head, bonnet atop,
she hugged herself against the cold.
As we approached and I saw
their passing faces I waved impulsively.
She returned a friendly nod, too cold
to unwrap an arm to wave.
©Greg Stidham

you can see the map stretched across time
the bedazzlement, the disillusionment,
the falling and folding and all the places
where tiny cracks collected
gravity pressed down on us
time – the erosion of all things beautiful and young
wind was a force
but mostly my tongue
my misinterpretation of what it was to share
you could chalk it up to signals firing
in the wrong direction
blame the brain
those nonsense neurons that refused to work with
the rest.
If you blame the brain it feels better.
©Lauren Suchenski
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The Kid Who Didn't Back Away By Scott McPherson
“Success and failure in baseball are right out there for all to see.” — John Updike
The kid came up to the plate like a dead man walking. Everyone could see he wanted to be anywhere
but out there, holding that bat.
The dry grass crunched under his feet. It seemed loud, and he thought it was weird that he could hear
it over the crowd of friends, parents, and other residents of the city, all sitting in the bleachers or
standing off a bit to have a smoke and talk. The day was hot for late June, and sweat was already
forming where his hat strap hugged his head and in the pits of his arms. He walked slowly, clumsily,
the doom gathering around him like the storm clouds on the Great Plains he had only read about in
those Louis L'amour novels his mom loved so much.
As he neared the white bag the sun stabbed him in the eyes, and he looked away, adjusting his cap
nervously. It was too far to tell, but he knew the pitcher was mouthing “Loser” at him.
At the bag he tried not to look at the catcher, a freckly kid who never missed a chance to run him
down. “You suck, Carlisle,” the freckly catcher whispered, pulling on his mask and scratching at his
crotch insolently before squatting behind home plate. Carlisle believed him.
The bat's scanty one and a half pounds felt like a hundred, the adrenaline pumping, making his arms
sting and turn to jelly. His legs felt full of lead, but he was certain his knees were shaking. Young
Johnny Carlisle, who loved to play baseball but hated to bat, timidly took his stance and watched a
slow ball glide past as his heart pounded like a racehorse.
Strike one.
The fear he had of that ball – paralyzing, agonizing fear. It flew at him again, luckily going a little
high.
One and one.
“Take a break, Johnny,” his coach, Ed Fratamico, called affectionately. Coach Fratamico was a good
guy. He taught eighth grade science and coached the team, along with Jim Murray, his Assistant
Coach and the wood shop teacher, then worked all summer helping his mom and dad run a pizza
place downtown. His wife was pregnant with their first child and the doctor bills were stacking up, so
the extra work really helped out a lot. All the kids liked him, but he wasn't the best coach.
Johnny told Coach Fratamico once about his fear of the ball, fighting back tears, his face streaked
and dirty and overcome with humiliation. He was a middling fielder, and had a good arm; he just
couldn't hit the ball. “I'm sorry, Johnny,” Coach told him, his hand awkward but consoling on
Johnny's shoulder. “You gotta bat if you wanna play. It's the League rules.” At best he would stand
limply, inside the batter's box, but so far from the bag that everyone in the county knew he wasn't
going to hit that ball.
“He won't even swing at that goddamn ball,” Mr. Smith, the hardware store owner, would say. He
was pretty deaf and always assumed Johnny couldn't hear him.
Johnny stepped away from the plate and swung his bat a few times, wondering why he did this to
himself every spring. Maybe volleyball next year. He groaned inwardly, knowing his friends would
never let him hear the end of it.
A couple more strikes and it would be over, only that long walk back to the dugout as his teammates
tried unsuccessfully to hide a frustration of their own.
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The ball came fast, high again but just inside, sending him jumping back from the plate like he'd
been scalded.
One and two.
One more strike and it's over! It shot through his mind, this knowledge that he was glad it was over,
and settled like cotton in his mouth, making him a little nauseous. The heat was oppressive, coming
up out of his jersey and over his face and through the top of his head. Sweat was stinging his eyes,
making him squint, not wanting to see this last pitch fly past his head and remind him once again
that he can't hit a goddamn baseball.
Then he heard his dad's voice. It was clear, stronger than the others, so full of confidence and so firm
in its conviction that it stood like that old oak tree out in front of the post office that even last year's
wicked big Nor'easter couldn't bring down. That voice carried like a thunderclap, and it changed
Johnny's life forever.
“Don't back away, son,” his dad called. “He's not going to hit you.”
If there was one thing in the world you could count on, it was this: Johnny's dad was a drunk,
Johnny's dad was always working, and Johnny's dad never came to his ball games.
It wasn't that he was mean – Old Joe wasn't even mean when he was really drunk. He never spoke
harshly to anyone, and certainly never treated Johnny or Johnny's mom badly. It was just that he
was always drinking, always working – and never, ever at the little league games.
But Johnny did step back, out of the box, simultaneously overcome with an exhilarating joy tinged
with a shadow of disbelief that sent a shiver down his spine and lodged a lump so firmly up in his
throat that he almost choked. The referee yelled “time” but Johnny wasn't listening; he stood, like a
statue, staring out past third base like a sharpshooter searching for a target, wondering if he had
imagined that voice calling out to him as the tears started down his cheeks.
And there stood Old Joe, smiling crookedly, long, straggly, graying hair poking out from the sides
and back of his ratty, faded cap, his feet spaced evenly apart, shoulders back and elbows out wide,
hands resting firmly on his hips, looking immune to the burning sun from years spent outside, hard
at work building houses all over Rockingham County. Long before Johnny was born, Old Joe had
even built their house.
“Go on, son,” his dad was saying, gesturing casually, one raised arm and slightly outstretched finger
pointing generally, almost indifferently, in the direction of the pitcher's mound, like he was eyeballing a weak foundation or an old leaky roof, “He's not going to hit you.”
Johnny knew that voice and he knew what it meant; some people would laugh in his dad's face when
he told them they were about to have a big problem with their house, but Old Joe always got the last
laugh when they called him up to fix it. He smiled wide at his dad. Of course he wasn't going to get
hit! This was his third season on the team and no one had ever been hit by a pitch, except that once
when Danny Pettis got beaned on the head. He said it didn't hurt, but even though he'd had a helmet
on Johnny wouldn't believe him. But now his dad was there, telling him it would be okay. Johnny
believed everything his dad had ever told him.
Later people said Johnny looked different when he stepped back up to the plate. Before, he had
always seemed coiled, like a spring, holding the Louisville Slugger like he was defending himself. He
looked a little looser now, his hands squeezing the wood tight, twisting his grip back and forth and
enjoying the sound it made through the hole by his ear in the helmet.
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The wind came up and everything slowed down a little, the pitcher's left foot stepping out long,
kicking up a small cloud as it landed firm, right arm arcing fast over his shoulder as his hand
appeared from behind his ear, and then the ball was loose, coming right at him. It bounced off his
elbow, landing solid on the lateral epicondyle (Johnny had never heard of the lateral epicondyle, of
course) before ricocheting into his helmet, sounding like an explosion in his ear as he dropped like a
heap in the dirt, right hand grabbing at his opposite arm, left shoulder grinding against the
underside of his helmet as his body, like his face, contorted in pain.
The son of a bitch hit him!
It hurt so bad he knew the tears were coming, no matter what, but more than hurt he was angry.
Angry at the pitcher and angry at Coach Fratamico, angry at the world, and angry at the whole
goddamn sport of baseball but mostly, he was angry at Old Joe!
Three years he'd been playing baseball, and his dad turns up one day just to tell him some bullshit
and try to get him killed! The old bastard should have stayed at that goddamn tavern he loves so
much and left Johnny alone!
At the thought of dying the pain returned, throbbing under his right hand. He was crying, but mostly
because it was the first time he had ever felt betrayed by his father.
The umpire was at his side, helping him to his feet, the catcher standing a few feet away, mildly
interested in Johnny's suffering but really concerned that they'd just put a man on base in a close
game. The umpire had his hand on Johnny's shoulder and was interrupting Coach Fratamico, who
kept trying to ask Johnny if he was okay and brush the dirt off of him at the same time.
He wiped his tears on his jersey as they nudged him into a slow trot along the first base line; he
didn't even hear the mild cheers, just glared at his father over behind third base.
How he wanted to rip off his helmet and march across that field, throwing it at his father's feet and
screaming at him that he hated baseball and never wanted to see him again! But instead he took the
base, noticing that the pain in his arm had dulled to a throb. The crowd was getting excited because
Johnny's team only had one out and that tall, skinny kid, Steven Drakis, was up, a really good hitter.
The other team's 4-2 lead suddenly looked shaky.
Johnny took a lead, something he never did. Anger made him eager.
The pitcher threw a fast ball and Drakis took a big swing, slicing the air as the umpire yelled, “Strike
one!” Johnny tagged up and lead off again, more now, looking beyond the pitcher at his father, who
was busy watching Drakis step back up to the plate.
The pitcher turned and threw – too slow! – but it sent Johnny sliding on his belly, arm outstretched
as his hand touched the bag. He dusted off his midsection and thighs, casting another angry glance
towards Old Joe. He was there, but still watching the action at home plate.
Johnny shortened his lead a little, but just a little.
Pitch number two went into the dirt; three and four a little wild.
With the count at three and one, tall, skinny Steven Drakis got a hold of a sloppy knuckle ball and
popped it right over the short stop's head, the ball bouncing off the ground once before glancing off
the left fielder's palm and into his torso, then up in the air and back into his glove, the bobble costing
him that extra moment Johnny needed to cover the sixty feet to second base. As Johnny sprinted he
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couldn't feel any pain in his elbow, or even his feet touching the ground. Sliding in he heard the ball
thud solidly into the baseman's glove right above his head just as his foot glided safely across the
bag.
Standing up, Johnny Carlisle realized that he wasn't afraid of the ball anymore.
Looking around, he saw his dad. They stared at each other for a moment, Johnny's eyes widening as
the realization washed over him.
For the first time in his life, he actually wanted to bat. More than anything in his life, he wanted to
bat! Ted Williams once said, “All I want out of life is that when I walk down the street folks will say
'There goes the greatest hitter who ever lived'.” Johnny had sobbed after reading that, wanting it to
be him. Now he knew it could be.
The crack of wood on cork snapped his attention back to the game when Jason Rodriguez caught a
fast ball solid on the mark and sent it sailing into center field. The crowd roared, but not for Johnny;
he didn't care. Joy pumped like blood through his veins, threatening to burst out of his extremities
as he ran, howling with that brazen lack of self-consciousness only children seem to experience. The
sun was shining, but at his back. A light breeze wafted cool air off the river, making the sweat feel
good against his skin. His dad was yelling excitedly, jumping up and down, waving him in with his
hat as his wild, graying hair flew about his head.
When Johnny rounded third base he knew that he loved his father. And he knew that the next
chance he got, he was going to hit that goddamn ball.
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January: Coyote Ugly by Catalina Claussen
It's been a quiet week in the Mimbres Valley. The residents ride out the throes of cold-infused
calm in their thick-walled adobe houses as acrid smoke from their chimneys rises and then
disappears into the clear blue sky. The temperature has dipped just below freezing consistently now
for a week with the occasional day of forty degrees. The mother wind blows, sending her cloudy
charges in to do their duty, packing their lunches and making sure their homework is done, but the
sun steals their frosty ambition and probably their lunches. So, the residents are left staring at the
sky full of expectation, wondering if, when, and why it doesn't snow.
Brandon Johnson sits bolt upright on the couch fulfilling his end of the winter bargain as he
battles out the flu. The sweats and the chills have him whipped up in a solipsistic, soufflé of sickness
as he hunkers down for a third day of aches and pains. A born workaholic, the illness has him
wrestling the delusions and realities of running his landscape business and he calls out to his wife.
“Say could you be sure to, to send out that invoice to . . . to . . . I think it's the DA? Senator
Morales? . . . And what about that pile of manure? That’s good house warming material there.
Yessir.”
Since invoicing every dignitary in the community and shoveling poop in the corners of their
homes to ward off surreptitious snowflakes is probably not the best career move, Cathie ignores
him.
“I’m going to Las Cruces,” she declares, setting herself on the organic cotton couch a germfree distance from Brandon, “Need anything?” Visions of shopping malls, a swimming pool, and a
bookstore where you can purchase books imbued with the heady scent of glue and soy ink on real
acid-free, recycled paper dance in her head.
“All I need is you,” he says.
Cathie sighs and, with a pitying cock of her head, blows a flirtatious farewell kiss.
The snap of the front door announces her departure. Satisfied with his performance as a
chimeric convalescent, succumbing to séances and specters of his febrile fantasies, Brandon looks
forward to a day dedicated to the deeds of men.
He sets his big toe on the geothermic radiantly heated cement floor and, finding it quite
pleasing, places both feet in position for his grand re-etrance into the world of the vertical. Brandon
is an investor of sorts into his twenty year marriage to a large-breasted lascivious, left-leaning broad
and he knows that languishing in her luxuries this evening is dependent on his dutiful adherence to
his highly developed policy of don’t-ask-don’t tell, a policy he discovered years ago in the catacombs
of compromise. On fresh legs, full of the vim, vigor and tottering temerity of a newborn foal, he
picks up the phone and dials John Barnum’s number, “So it seems I might could come out with you
for that coyote hunt after all.”
Cathie Johnson and her 11-year old daughter, Angie, are feeling light, unburdened of the
concerns of men and boys, as they turn from Royal John Mine Road onto New Mexico Highway 61
whereupon their quasi-felonious flight from the house comes to a screeching halt. A fuzzy-horned,
adolescent buck stands, mid-road, puzzling with considerable consternation about his serendipitous
and sure collision with a Silver Honda Pilot. As he stares at the imminent, incoming windshield, his
thoughts about side-stepping what seems be the inevitable are sidetracked by voluminous,
voluptuous visions of a vixen not too far off. As Cathie slams on the breaks, Angie says, “Ooh look at
that doe. She’s pretty!”
The buck is awakened from his irreverent reverie as the grill of Cathie’s SUV kisses the tip of
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his black wet nose. Suppressing his instinct to startle and run like a shrill, middle-school girl, he
saunters off the asphalt in said vixen’s direction.
“Boys are dumb,” Angie says flatly.
“Well look who’s grown some balls,” John replies to Brandon on the phone, “Meet us at the
Busybody Café. We’ll gear up and go.”
Brandon is out the door, ever laconic in his long underwear, searching for the blue and white
cooler he uses to keep his camoflauge gear “fresh.” Every man’s got his stash, he reasons. Every man.
Decidedly dapper in his fatigues, Brandon eschews an ersatz epilogue of himself as a Ninja Turtle.
He eases the door of the strawbale, cob and cobble shed open. By the light of the sapphire, emerald,
and amber wine bottles embedded in the fibrous walls, he makes out the silhouette of his compound
bow, The Bone Collector, stashed beneath Byron’s super slider and Angie’s telepathic turbo princess
toboggan. With the last piece of his clandestine ensemble in place, he starts up the engine of his 1956
Chevy Apache, a modified dump truck with a sheet metal wraparound window, carpeted with a blue,
red, yellow and green striped Hudson’s Bay Company woolen blanket, and equipped with a crushed
velvet red bench seat that Cathie insisted he install years ago, after claiming that bucket seats are the
invention of evangelists who don’t know a thing about keeping a marriage hot. And with a foolish
grin on his face dipped in the memory of his wife fastened to his side and an image of the day ahead,
he relaxes to the seductive sounds of Sade as he points the truck in the direction of the Busybody.
“Hiya, John, Lester, Norman, Judd,” Brandon nods to each as he enters the Busybody. Lester
a one-time mechanic at the mine, two-time veteran of foreign wars, and three-timing ex-husband,
raises his iced café caramel macchiato with extra whip and motions for him to join them. Brandon
ever-agog of pseudo-European influence in his rustic hometown via an espresso machine run by
retirees thinks about the long-term, well-being of his classification as a male that was pulled into
question in an earlier conversation with John and orders “Café Americano black.” Grannie Max,
septuagenarian, barista, and eminent voice of reason in the community, senses malevolence with the
help of the reading glasses perched on the end of her nose. She studies Brandon’s meretricious,
Mossy Oak garb. And with fists balled up against unseen forces, placed with determined delirium on
her ample hips asks.
“Does yer wife know about this?”
It used to be that coyotes and deer lived in perfect balance. Sadly this is no more. And, the real
reason that men feel it is their duty to restore this balance is it is one more way to assert their
masculinity in an uncertain world and impress their women. But, for Brandon, whose well-endowed,
wanton wife has no idea that he is doing this; for Brandon, his motivation remains a mystery, even to
himself. Why would a man want to put himself in harms way with the possibility of winding up in a
wheelchair from a stray VFW bullet or the double barrels of John’s shotgun, steering himself from
place to place with his tongue? So he didn’t know how to answer.
Granny Max, feeling sorry for posing such a confounding question, offered Brandon a
consolation chore with his cup of coffee. “I was wondering if you would be so kind as to take down
the Christmas lights before you go.”
Brandon, a true servant in his community, can’t say no. So he heads out again enjoying the
warmth of his Café Americano as it seeps into his chilled hands. So consumed with this respite from
the cold, he fails to notice the gallon-size Arizona Green Tea bottle, filled with coyote urine that Judd
so faithfully collected over the last three weeks and set aside for the hunt. And he trips over this
bottle, shattering the plastic in the cold air. He splashes his boots and Mossy Oak pants with this
salacious attractant. Not one to let such an incident stand in his way, he alights to the rooftop to get
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to work. Given the vicissitudes of the season, solid footing is fleeting on tin rooftops and as Brandon
unhooks the first string of red, green, and white lights, his piss-covered cowboy boots give way,
sending him in a twisted, tumbling tornado of holiday cheer, to dangle from the highest peak, the
widow’s peak, of the Busybody Café. Dazed and bedazzled in strobing Christmas color, Brandon
swings, raising a radiant scent of coyote into the crisp morning air.
Norman chugs down the last of his vanilla latte with chocolate sprinkles and wonders what’s
happened to their most junior hunting companion. His curiosity is baited by the unmistakeable
stench of urine in the air. He steps out, careful to zip his Carhart jacket up over his red longjohn
onesie, and adjusts his earflaps to keep the wind off of him for a “blasted second” while he takes a
full inventory of the situation. Savoring his robust talent for stating the obvious, he inhales and on
the exhale says, “Seems you got yerself in a fix,” to Brandon’s effervescent effigy overhead. He pauses
perhaps for a dramatic effect and then says, “Need any help there?” Now, Norman’s not the type to
steal a man’s thunder, or his DIY spirit, if you will, but he feels compelled to softly add, “Looks like
you might could use some.”
Brandon is stunned into silent reply punctuated by his keys, cellphone, wallet, and flask of
peppermint schnapps that rain down on the sidewalk. Lester, Judd, and John make halting steps out
on the porch, joining Norman’s search for explanation.
“Well, would you looky there.” See, what Norman and Brandon missed in their focused
attention on the dangling crisis at hand, was the slow, silent gathering of coyotes, like back row firsttimers responding to the Episcopalian prelude of Sunday service, recognizing their own scent, but
not their own kind.
From his vivid vantage point, suspended and twinkling high above the rest, the sheer genius
of God’s plan came into Brandon’s purview. The coyotes, high on salts and their own pheromones,
closed in on the posse of unarmed, caffeinated men. And in that moment when the hunters became
the hunted, the balance was restored.
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No, I’m King of the Mountain by John Meyers
The last straw came when someone named Racer X broke Barney Kraft’s lone remaining
record on Strava. The quarter mile stretch of road that Barney could see from his bedroom window
was known as the Oakleigh sprint. Barney had been king of this mountain for three years: 31.5 miles
per hour on dead flat asphalt, one stop sign to run at the beginning and one at the end. The closest
anyone had come was 30 miles per hour until Racer X delivered an eye-popping 33 flat.
Barney was now fifty years old and he understood that younger, stronger cyclists owned the
road. It wasn't easy to watch the records fall, but one look in the mirror at his sagging pecs and
round belly reminded Barney that his best days were behind him. The Oakleigh sprint had been
special, however. It was right outside his door. When the notification came over his iPhone and
Racer X's Strava profile photo revealed a smiling twenty-something with string bean arms wearing a
skin tight Ohio State Cycling jersey, Barney decided to take action.
He took his time trial bike out of storage, tuned it up, and purchased a wind-cheating
dimpled helmet, a sleek black skinsuit, and shoe covers. He put the bike on a stationary trainer in
his basement and videotaped several training sessions, reviewing the footage late at night in an
effort to pinpoint the most efficient riding position. Out on the road he began a regimen of gutbusting intervals designed for peak performance on the Oakleigh sprint course. When fellow riders
grinned at the sight of a doughy middle aged man in full race gear slogging through intervals,
Barney grinned back and rode harder. The flab around his midsection began to shrink for the first
time in years. He dealt with the inevitable neck and back pain associated with an aggressive riding
position by popping Advil every three hours.
Barney’s first attempts at retaking the Oakleigh sprint ended in frustration. Brisk winds
tormented him daily and blew him all over the course. In order to have a chance at the record he
would have to run the first and last stop sign at high speed, yet every time he got up a good head of
steam a car would materialize from a side street and force him to brake. Barney decided the only
way to re-capture the record was to make an attempt early the in the morning on deserted roads. He
purchased a GoPro camera in anticipation of his success and mounted it on his helmet.
Winds were light when Barney rolled out of his garage on a sunny Saturday morning one
week later and began his warm up. He rode the Oakleigh course three times, increasing his effort
each time until his heart rate jumped and his legs began to ache. He paused at the top of the hill
leading to the first stop sign, adjusted his helmet, and turned on the GoPro. The streets were clear.
A dog barked in the distance.
Barney began pedaling out of the saddle to build speed quickly. He settled into his tuck and
ripped through the first stop sign. The sun was in his eyes as he passed the halfway point and
checked his computer: 33.5 miles per hour. He increased his effort until his thighs burned and it
hurt to breathe. One hundred feet from the finish he closed his eyes and drove for the line.
The GoPro footage recovered at the scene shows a black Honda Civic turning into Barney’s
path from the left as he runs the last stop sign. At impact there is a formidable thud accompanied by
whistling wind and scratching noises. As Barney is launched, the GoPro records the split-second
journey with startling clarity. Barney looks up just in time to see the gigantic oak tree next to the
creek bed. The tree quickly grows in size to fill the screen, another impact is heard along with a
muffled grunt, and we fade to permanent black. Barney’s iPhone was recovered at the scene, still
functioning. Reviewing the ride days later, the investigating officer notes that Barney is listed as
second best on the Oakleigh segment with a speed of 31.6 miles per hour.
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It is nap time. Through the slats of our blinds sunrays caper across the tousled brown hair of two
-year-old Lucas. He is wrapped in a green crocheted blanket and both of us are stretched out on my
wide bed facing each other. I squint through my half-shut eyes watching him as his eyes slowly close.
“Hand, Omi,” he murmurs. I take his little one into my palm and hold it until I feel his fingers
relaxing, his body twitching, and him sinking into restful slumber. A current of warmth and security
has just passed from me to him. I am transported back seventy years to a time when my
grandmother’s aged hand held mine.
The end of World War II was near in the late spring of 1945 but the bombardment continued. I
would turn five in July and in previous months I had heard a lot about the war but not experienced
it. Just after Christmas I was shaken from my family cocoon in Silesia by Red Army tanks
approaching our castle. My grandmother and mother had been watching their movements from a
turret as neighboring villages went up in flames. I was fascinated by the sight. It reminded me of a
bonfire I had seen in a nearby field last spring. A few days later, in the darkness of night we were
rushed in a covered horse-drawn wagon through snow-laden forests to the Hirschberg train station.
Bundled up in fur coats and with bread from home we survived on the icy platform surrounded by
hundreds of people, many starving or freezing to death. When an occasional transport moved slowly
through the station people tried to jump onto the freight cars, only to lose their grip and fall back
onto the frozen pavement.
Good fortune was with us when a train carrying wounded soldiers westward from the front
stopped briefly and a call went out for medical personnel. My mother, a nurse, was hoisted up with
my grandmother and me in tow. In the foul smelling interior I encountered fear emanating from the
soldiers’ bloodstained bodies. The men seemed like scary characters in a storybook to me. But the
fairytales I knew ended well. I believed that the moaning men would get better and that the people
who had collapsed at the train station would get up and go on. Besides, my grandmother was with
me.
We arrived in the west near Kassel and found shelter on the estate of family friends. The cellar
was used as an air raid shelter when a warning was sounded. It was spacious, had dangling
lightbulbs, and was a place for us children to play. Only when the rumbling hum of a bomber was
heard did the adults join us. Once a bomb destroyed an adjacent building and the walls of the
basement began to shake as cement dust drizzled onto our heads. When we children were barred
from a certain room in the main house I learned about sorrow. One adult after another, clutching
handkerchiefs, would enter and depart, their eyes wet and red, shutting the door behind them. An
older girl whispered, “In there they read the letter that someone has died.”
I was in the care of my grandmother when my mother, pregnant with my sister, was called to join
her husband in a town farther south where he found work. My grandmother soon left the crowded
estate and found refuge in an attic room on a nearby farm. There I experienced the most joyful days
of my childhood, gathering firewood and twigs for our small wrought iron stove, scooping dried
elderberries from frozen branches and rejoicing in the green tips of nettles poking through the
melting snow which we gathered for a nourishing soup. We were even fortunate to find some
wrinkled potatoes stored in a crate in a barn loft. At night I snuggled on a straw mattress under piles
of fur coats savoring the comfort of my grandmother’s body. She was a fantastic storyteller and the
lives of the animals in the fields, the chirping birds and the numerous squirrels unearthing nuts,
came alive in her telling.
Then came the time for me to be reunited with my parents and meet my new sister. My
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grandmother and I shouldered our backpacks with provisions and started our trek south. Because
few trains were running, we had to rely mostly on helpful farmers to give us a ride in their carts. We
also walked a lot. Kindly strangers took us in the first two nights.
On the third day we were given a lift on a tractor hauling a load of manure. At the edge of a
village the farmer pointed the way to a community shelter about half an hour away. It was getting
dark as we spotted a grass-covered mound which resembled an icehouse. Foreseeing that there
would be no toilets or water in the shelter, my grandmother urged me to relieve myself behind a
bush and insisted that we take several sips from our water bottle. As we entered the bowel of this
well constructed bunker, it felt like the depth of winter. The steps were slippery and even though we
heard a chorus of voices we could barely make out shapes. As our eyes adjusted to the dimness we
saw how crowded the interior was. From one end to the other people were squeezed together. A
small potbellied pipe stove stood in the middle of the room which gave out a little light and even less
warmth. The fumes made my grandmother cough. Otherwise there was only candlelight, and the
ceiling was marked with circles and swirls from the candle smoke. Like my crayon drawings, I
thought. My grandmother detected an empty corner where we unrolled our brown horse blanket. We
were dressed in several layers of clothing and didn’t shed a single item. We bedded down using a
lighter blanket as cover. We curled up close, our breaths mingling in the frigid air. Suddenly I began
to shiver. A black shovel and a huge spiky rake leaning against the adjacent wall loomed like stick
figures and a spider web swung back and forth like a net about to entrap me. It was so spooky. There
were monsters here! We needed to flee right away! I reached out and murmured haltingly, “Hand,
Omi, hand.” Holding on tight, I drifted off to sleep and I did not wake from restful slumber until my
grandmother roused me the next morning for the last stretch of our journey.
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The meltdown, in earnest, had begun. From his porch during the past few days he had seen the
mailbox, inch by secret inch, protrude from the harsh mound of snow downhill from him in the
dumping area. The red flag on the box, as if raised in signal by the mailman, quickly came into view
as did the decorative bars and blue field of a hand-painted Stars and Stripes posing a minute mural
on one side.
With both flags fully exposed, Danforth “Jazz” Colbere finally came to attention.
The March lamb had pranced away with much of the huge pile of snow where the town workers had
dumped it through the rough winter, most of the snow coming from the center of Saugus during a
half dozen storms. The melt, leaving map-like dark patches over much of the top soil, was now nearly
complete, and Jazz Colbere sat on his porch watching the ultimate transition. When he closed his
eyes the sun left slight tracks across his forehead in a path easily followed. A scented breeze with a
mysterious musical note aboard carried him for an abrupt second to a distant post in his army days,
Reveille about in the air. Somewhere south of the 38th Parallel he thought it to be, perhaps MungDung-ni or Sae-pori, or off on one of the islands in the Philippines, but he could not lock it down.
For another full minute of staring at the mailbox, he was aware of maple leaf buds scrambling for a
touch of the same sunlight. Continuity and life force worked on him their long fingers. A sudden
hunger tantrum, beginning deep in his gut, scratching about, touching elsewhere, tried for
resolution. His last female company had been three full years ago. Maggie D’Urbenville, after a six
month stay and after bitter testimony over the chance meeting of an old acquaintance, had gone off
in a huff and never returned. She had been a soft presence against him all night long and fully
known. Under covers her hand would often slide across his turned hip; that would be hours after her
voice haunted him with her reading a story out loud, the rest of the kitchen dark, her chair by the
woodstove creaking out snappy punctuation.
For a few months, on the sly, he asked questions around town about Maggie, but did not get answers.
So one more time he let go of the past. Long earlier he decided that he did not have time to argue, to
hold a grudge, or even to give advice. Holding pretty well to those resolves, Maggie, as warm as she
made the night, fell away from his mind; peace, intruding silences, comfortable memories, seemed
sufficient. It was enough for him that he had not cast his net about for more company. He
remembered his father saying some man once said he also serves who stands and waits. For these
three years he held fast to that tenet. And the strange circumstance of the mailbox had surfaced as a
minor surprise, him awaiting it, expecting it, or something like it, for a long time. It was, perhaps, a
dream enacted.
Nearing sixty years of age, he was yet slim and somewhat wiry from decently good habits and long
walks in black boots, jeans and seasonal tops and outer wear. At a distance townsfolk could recognize
him. Thick, dark hair hid the tops of his ears, and made his eyebrows out as chevrons. Jazz Colbere,
for thirty or more years, lived on the bluff above the old swamp, a semi-hermit to a good portion of
Saugus. He appeared not to have had a steady job for many years. People who talked about him said
he lived on “old money,” but never said what that money was. They knew he read a lot, had no
television they knew of, and recycled all his paper waste so that his wide reading habit was wellknown. What shopping he did, he did locally, but took a long time between trips.
The small log house with the wide porch had been his father’s home for forty years. Then, by a
quickly enacted law, the town had appropriated the land below the house, the whole range of the
swamp, for a refuse dump. The swamp, or The Pit as town youngsters had called it, once had been
the source of rock iron ore for the First Iron Works in America, a short distance away. Suddenly the
catfish were gone, the owls, the coons and the occasional fox, all as if obliterated. They had gone
almost overnight, the way boyhood leaves, sometimes vague, unknown and unannounced, yet often
offered up as a challenge to what comes after. And here, at least thirty years later, that site, capped
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off by new environmental demands, had become the sole place for town snow disposal. And on this
new April day, after a ravaging winter people would do their best to forget, the final thaw had come
in the silence of the night, like katydids from their long, deep sleep.
Jazz’s gait was unhurried as he finally ambled down the hill towards the mailbox. He could not see
any vehicle on the incoming road for over half a mile. Alders and a few gnarly oaks in scattered
copses threatened the skyline with their lumpy arms and their arthritic, bony fingers. Huge piles of
snow had withered, stretched their liquid reach, and disappeared. Blue sky leaped past the horizon
with bright signals and maple aromas caught new edges at the far end of the loam-capped area.
Spring, with all its signals, had a sure grip in place.
To his surprise, neither name nor address showed on the mailbox, a rugged iron dog of a mailbox,
which might have been smithied in days of old. Heft freely granted its root of adjective. The mailbox
had been, he presumed, uprooted by a plow, picked up by a front loader, dropped into a dump truck,
and brought out here for the meltdown. Old Glory painted on one side came off clear and shiny in
abbreviated contour. Traces of rust ran a slight patina on the other side, a patina with a moccasin
texture. But there was no pole attached to the box and no mounting holes penetrating the bottom, so
he wondered how it had served its owner. That curiosity worked him through and through. What
appears to be one thing is often another, he might have said. A small amazement told him adventure
might be at hand. Surprise and containment often mix well, he could have vouchered.
With an easy heave, he tossed the mailbox onto his shoulders and started back uphill to the house.
Odors of residue snow and ice hung around him, particulates of the rough winter now done holding
sway. And he felt that something was in the metal container. Probably snow, he decided, but other
and choicer options came quickly to his mind, even as the maple odor climbed on the air, as winter
let go its deep handclasp.
Atop scattered newspapers on the kitchen floor he propped the mailbox, but after thirty minutes
little water flowed from it and he was sure it had not been full of snow or ice. Yet, with the sense of
adventure, of apprehension, of surprise, all playing at the edges of his mind, he deliberated at
opening the box. Time, he felt, had no measurements for him, no rush. Impatience had no place out
here on the far edge of town, where a lone man ambled his days away in observation, contemplation,
now and then a piece of wood being whittled into another shape, a good book taking him deeply past
sundown.
Acknowledging his comfort, yet feeling a sense of intrigue, he sat back and tried to resurrect the
happening of the mailbox. No pictures or details came in a rush; only the smell of his own heavy
coffee assailed him. He felt rooted. A third cup was still a celebration. The aroma cut off the maple
advances, the winter departure.
He sipped his coffee, bit at the final taste, marked morning once again. When he tipped the mailbox
on one end, popped the small door open, a flood of envelopes fell out. An unknown richness elbowed
him aside, good as a late strike in an abandoned mine. Each envelope was protected by a plastic bag
with fasteners, a grip of edges that fashioned a tight seam. Each envelope had writing on it, but no
address, no stamp; there was a number and a small title on the face of each one. Branded. Titled.
Distinguished. The writing was neat, small, feminine, and left-handed at first glance. He inhaled a
scent from the first envelope he picked up, which said, “No. 17, How Gardens Grow.” The scent was
alive, was almost green and growing, and gave a hint of something he must have known before. He
thought, gladiola. It was only guessing.
Something else was trying to dictate to him. He struggled to find that dictation. It would not come
clearly from its place. “No. 22” simply bore one word, “Moonplace.” All the vastness of possibilities
crowded him, rushed at him in a torrent. Imagination’s sake. A neat, left-handed woman aware of
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aroma’s dodge, full of intrigue, energetic, romantic, perhaps a vegetarian or an environmentalist of
sorts, came into being. One part of the message told him the mailbox was deposited in the snow
during the winter, said that it was not accidentally knocked down and dumped out here at the end of
town.
When the legend on “No. 50” popped up, “The Finding Man,” the barb of the hook went deep under
his skin
***
To You Who Finds My Messages:
I do not use a bottle cast out upon an irreverent sea. I use a factor of the USPS, believing in
America, hope and attendant salvation forming around a lonely life. I painted the flag you have
seen on this container. This box has not been torn up by a plow. It has been delivered. I am at the
end of things and look for someone who can find me, some person who is keen and observant, and
has firm beliefs. And someone who craves company the way I do, but sincere company. Know that
my passion leaps for attention, and my curiosity.
Loneliness Itself.
No. 37 was scribed, “Partial Delivery,” and said, Some of me comes here from the end of things. If
you listen there will be soft notes on the wind, musical notes that I send, that have transported me
elsewhere.
Jazz was mesmerized by a few of the messages, some much more lyrical than others, a few waxing
almost prophetic, now and then one or more clawing for a scant sense of awareness, of recognition,
not of the writer, but of the person.
For four days he studied many of the notes, found acceptance, joy, a sense of sharing. Finally, the
natural hungers came upon him when he read No. 13, “My Poem in the Mix”:
I am a gift to him who finds me.
I lie in wait.
The touching is terrible and lonely.
Please absolve me.
Please.
Jazz Colbere felt the terror of that loneliness. The hunger tantrum, the awful needs, leaped through
him, their passages wide and compelling. The whole concoction was an SOS sent out by a desperate
woman. Surely, without a doubt, he was being sought, for he alone had a constant view of the old
swamp area. Of all people, he would see the mailbox first. No known or forgotten friend filled the
unknown.
That evening the street map of the town fell open on his table. Coffee aroma layered the air in the
room so that the maple tendencies had trouble coming through to him. Stars moved across the
windows in their endless cycles. He kept reading the words of each message, finding simple
repetition coming to the front. That repetition was, at a sudden realization, I am at the end of things.
He did not think it meant the last straw in life, but rather something physical, a clue of sorts. The
repetition was marked, deliberate, and came in every 7th message. There were seven such messages.
For three days Jazz studied the map of the town. He wrote names of certain streets, grouped them in
classes, by other distinctions, and found nothing. He looked for the merest opening. In the grip of an
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excitement he found himself. It pursued him at all hours. One day, just at the start of May, in bright
sunlight, he walked streets of the town, under the popping maples, as if he were on a simple
constitutional. Nothing came out of the walk. He trudged back uphill and returned to the map. He
wrote more names, thought of some he had seen, trying to make connections. At the fourth list of
names, one name leaped out in the repetition. Old Terminal Road. It too might have said, I am at
the end of things.
As he passed down Old Terminal Road the next morning, his breath a bit heavy and expectant,
sunshine falling all around him, coming down through tree limbs and new buds in a near-wanton
laziness, his gaze fell on the last house on the road. He caught a kind of sparkle from its lines; a neat,
weather-beaten, old Cape Cod cottage with clean, blue trim. A small porch was braced by four white
columns. Four window flower boxes stood empty in perfect alignment across the front porch. A few
fruit trees clustered in a side yard. The mail box out front, plain and austere, bore the legend:
Maybelle Frond
49 Old Terminal Road.
From a distance, kicked unevenly by tantrum’s languor and heady needs as identifiable as written
words, the maple buds leaped their beginnings upon him all over again. At a significant pause in his
step, at a critical turn of his head, he saw a curtain in a front window move slowly apart, as if any
moment, in full declaration, someone would step through the opening. Jazz Colbere could only
hazard a guess that that someone might elicit a nightlong presence, a hand full of signals, a voice in
the kitchen.
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Basketball, Race and the Summer of 1971
The eerie light wands of flashlights frightened me. They pierced the night and jolted me up from my
lounging posture in the backseat of the family station wagon.
State troopers were blocking the Rte. 83 exit outside my hometown of York, Pa.
Dad slowed the car down and I felt growing dread as the cops approached us.
I remember the face of one of the troopers peering in my Mom’s window, the passenger side; his
face illuminated by flares. Sweat beaded his cheeks and forehead.
“They’re rioting in the city,” he said. He stepped back, seeming to be swallowed by the darkness, and
the cops waved us on with those unsettling beacons.
We’d have to go around to the north and make it home that way.
It was fearful and odd, that hot July night in 1969 as we headed back from a week at the shore.
Those ominous flashlights shattered the buffered pleasure of a middle class white family’s seaside
vacation.
Lillie Belle Allen, a black girl from South Carolina, had been shot down by the Girarders, or the
Newberry Street Boys, or both. They were the all-white gangs that even residents of the sheltered
suburbs south of York knew the names of.
Roy Schade, a white cop, shot dead by a black gunman in the same season.
It was black on white in the streets. York, a segregated town, was catching fire.
Even before the ’69 riots, which took place when I was nine years old, we assumed the worst when
we drove through the small city’s ghetto.
“Close your windows, lock your doors,” was what my Mom told us in a sharp, pinched voice every
time we drove into town to go to St. Mary’s on Sundays, or to shop at the Central Market on
Saturdays.
St. Mary’s butted up against some of the city’s toughest streets. Each narrow passage through the
ghetto to get to the church parking lot felt like a trap.
I remember flickering TV screens viewed through open doors. Murky silhouettes. Each image
signaled danger.
What I knew of black people then, in public life, was to fear them.
That is one sad, dark part of my race memory and education.
But there is another one.
Ours was a musical house. LPs by Roberta Flack, Nancy Wilson, Peggy Lee and Frank Sinatra got
equal time on the console turntable.
Dionne Warwick singing Burt Bacharach’s compositions. That was as cool as it got; as cool maybe as
it ever got.
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In our daily lives, in our segregated town, where racism teemed like some toxic soup, and perhaps
still simmers, my brothers, sister and I feared black people.
But in our souls, the foundation of another track was under construction.
***
Two summers later, things started to open up.
My parents let us know that instead of a week at the beach, we were to have a whole month, that
June of 1971.
I remember my Mom putting away the groceries and tidying up in the rental house kitchen when we
first got into Stone Harbor.
Joni Mitchell’s “Clouds” was playing on the radio and there was sunlight beaming in the kitchen
window.
The canned smell of beach town tap water. The gull calls and the salt in the air, shifting things so
pleasurably.
Our beach place, the top floor of a big red two story, fronted onto one of the parks in Stone Harbor.
Basketball courts were right across the street, and beyond that, the baseball diamonds.
The first evening of that June vacation, as soon as we got clearance to leave the dinner table, my
brother John and I made it out to the basketball courts to shoot around.
We couldn’t have been out there long when it happened.
Out of nowhere it seemed, two black guys, substantially bigger and older than us, came walking
toward our end of the court. One of them held a basketball.
“Can we shoot with you?” the younger, leaner of the two said.
Fear froze us. I don’t know that we even responded.
It didn’t matter. They didn’t wait too long for an answer. They just dribbled in and started shooting.
It turns out they too were brothers. Bob, the younger, darker and flashier. Lamar, heavy on the
cologne, much bigger shoulders, a shock of reddish hair and an expansive grin.
John and I might have paused for a minute or two as Bob and Lamar took their first shots.
But after initially hanging back, we got caught up in the rhythm and motion of the game and joined
in.
That is when the magic got started.
Within 10 minutes of playing hoops with Bob and Lamar, my fear of them was gone.
Bob thrilled and entertained us with his athleticism and his sense of humor.
“Earl, the Pearl, Monroe!” Bob would shout, putting a spin on the ball as he laid up a backboard kiss
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of a kind that I had never seen before.
Lamar grinned as he juked me, taunting me good naturedly, then blew by me.
He was way too much for us. Too big and confident.
John and I could both play, even though we were younger.
We jelled as a foursome, and John and I started to hang in there with them. Taking chances, inspired
by their glibness and warmth.
Bob and Lamar were teaching us; really without saying anything.
Just like that, we were friends.
***
All that month of June we hung out and played basketball together.
In games, to create better parity, we’d split up so that I played with Bob or Lamar, and my brother
with the other.
On the streets and roads of Stone Harbor and Avalon that month, we saw them everywhere we went.
They were from Philadelphia, that’s about all we really knew of them, other than the fact that they’d
become our idols.
Perhaps I should speak only for myself. I revered both of them. Most of all I worshipped Bob. He was
slick like I will never be.
I don’t think I delude myself that Bob and Lamar watched out for me, in bigger games with more
people on the court. In five on fives, Bob, who could run any game, fed me passes when he sensed I
was balking under the pressure.
Lamar always backed me up. He gave me nothing but smiles.
They laughed at my fear. They were basically telling me to just forget it.
One afternoon a group of black girls sat on a courtside bench, watching us play our more frequent
mixed-race two on two. At a pause in the action one of the girls caught my eye.
“Do you want to see something you ain’t never seen before?” she called to me. She was already on the
verge of hysterics.
I had no idea what she was talking about. My blank expression betrayed that.
She and her girlfriends burst out in uproarious laughter.
“You play your cards right you might get lucky,” Bob said in the moment.
I had no idea what he meant either.
***
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That summer, more miracles were lined up and waiting for me: Rolling in like waves.
In 1971, my beloved Pittsburgh Pirates were coming on. Willie Stargell, Manny Sanguillan, Roberto
Clemente and the rest of them were running at full bore.
In mid-June, I thrilled to the Sports Illustrated cover headline, “Pittsburgh Overpowers the East.”
Big Willie made the cover, photographed as he let his bat drop after one of his towering home runs.
Willie hit them long and frequently that year. He called them “long ‘taters.” By the All Star break,
he’d hit 33.
That fall, the Pirates who the year before fielded the first all-black team in Major League history,
would face the Baltimore Orioles in the World Series.
At the age of 11, my influences were creating a permanent shift.
My friendship with Bob and Lamar, the music that played in our house and this group of baseball
players were taking bricks out of a wall.
Willie and Roberto were my heroes. I don’t know that I gave much thought to the fact that they were
black. But just like Bob and Lamar, they were imprinting me.
My best friend Dave Smith’s dad, known in our circle as Smitty, provided the next miracle. He
announced after the third game in the series that he was taking us to Game Five in Pittsburgh.
Using a family connection, he ushered us into the office of Robert Duggan, the Allegheny County
District Attorney. Duggan beckoned Dave and I near, and then opened a desk drawer.
There, arranged in my 11-year-old perception like bars of gold, were tickets to every major sports
event that Pittsburgh offered.
There were Steelers tickets, there were Pitt football tickets, and there, nestled to the side of the
drawer closest to me, sat the most precious gold bars of all; a set of World Series tickets that would
put us six rows back of home plate, just up the third base side.
Going to that game was new territory for me. It was the highest level of joy that I knew to that point
in my life.
I remember clearly the smells of the restaurants in Downtown Pittsburgh as we made our way down
to Three Rivers Stadium. Walking into the stadium and being ushered to our seats, I might as well
have been in heaven.
In yet another miracle, we saw the second-best World Series game ever pitched, behind Don
Larsen’s perfect game in 1956; a four-hit, complete game shutout by Nelson Briles.
I remember Briles throwing so hard, giving so much, that he fell off the side of the mound a few
times.
After the game, as Sanguillan made his way to the dugout, someone snatched his velvet-covered
batting helmet and tried to make it up the ramp and out to the stadium concourse with it. They
didn’t get too far.
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My Dad must have felt a bit shown up by Smitty. Because he was able to wangle us some seats at
Memorial Stadium in Baltimore for Game Six. Yet another blessing.
These seats weren’t as prime as the ones we had in Pittsburgh; but being in the stadium was more
than enough.
Clemente hit a streaking home run to right, but in a very closely played game, Baltimore won, with
Frank Robinson barreling under Sanguillan’s tag in the 10th to score the winning run.
The Pirates did it though. They won in seven. I remember my usually reserved father jumping up
and down and smacking the door jam in his exuberance.
The summer of 1971 produced at least one more miracle, before those October days that saw
Clemente lead a largely African-American and Latino team to the World Championship.
That August, we were able to get back to Stone Harbor for another week.
When we got to the shore, I looked everywhere for Bob and Lamar but didn’t see them. As the week
played out, my heart began sinking.
Had I seen the last of them?
Toward the end of the week, I was walking by the baseball diamonds one late afternoon and there
was Bob. He was playing short, wearing a dark blue t-shirt and jeans.
When I saw him, his baseball-gloved hand was over his mouth. I took a seat in the grandstands and
called out to him while his side waited for the next batter to come up.
He didn’t answer me.
I shrank, feeling a fool. Bob didn’t remember me.
And then, with his mouth still shielded by the baseball glove, I saw his eyes light up with recognition.
Then the glove dropped and his beautiful, brilliant face lit up smiling.
“Danny Boy!” he said, drawing out the second word pleasurably, with his full confidence in his being
and his connection.
A thrill coursed through me. I almost jumped out of my seat with happiness and excitement.
Bob remembered me.
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Carrying a bottle of Dos Equis, Pedro Sanchez left The Black Dog in a sour mood. He walked
down to the estuary and sat on a bench placed there by one of the town's wealthier citizens in
memory of a grandson who had drowned fifteen years ago. Eleven, the boy had gone out in a canoe
with two friends, none of whom - despite repeated parental warnings - had worn life jackets.
Reaching the Hudson - also against the rules - they had paddled downstream under a darkening sky.
A squall roared in from the East and tipped the canoe. Two of the boys made it to shore. Pedro knew
none of this; he hadn't even noticed the bronze plaque on the back of the bench. Despite having lived
in Blue Heron Lake for six years, Pedro knew nothing of the town's history. As an undocumented
worker, he cared more about staying under the radar than visiting the local historical society.
Taking a slug of beer, he rested the bottle next to one of the bench's iron legs. He took a cigar
from his inside jacket pocket and peeled off the wrapper, which he balled up and threw into the black
water. He bit the end of the cigar and spewed the bits of tobacco onto the ground. He lit the cigar and
inhaled deeply. He might live in a dingy apartment with four other guys, but he smoked the best
cigars. Pedro wasn't sure why he was so disgruntled. Work was fine, the summer being the busy
season for the roofing company. The weather had been superb for days: sunny, dry, not too hot and
with a breeze throughout the afternoon. His soccer team had played a match against a gringo team
that afternoon and, of course, had kicked their butts. Funny, the two cops on the gringo team could
have cared less that half the members of Pedro's team had not a scrap of documentation. Under
other circumstances ... well, better that there not be other circumstances. He thought of that jerk,
Miguel, the one-eyed idiot who'd been caught breaking into a jewelry store. Just got his ass deported.
What a loser. In The Black Dog, he'd been dancing with Elena and she'd been pressing her breasts
against his chest when he suddenly had an overwhelming desire to get out. He left her standing on
the dance floor, open-mouthed and angry as hell. Maybe it was the fact that he hadn't gotten his
monthly letter from his wife in El Salvador although, truth be known, what difference did it make if
she wrote once a month or once a year. Except that he liked to keep up with his kids whom he last
saw six years ago.
Whatever it was, he couldn't put his finger on it. Maybe sitting out here under a carpet of
stars, the lights of the town climbing the hill behind him and the black waters of the estuary eddying
and sweeping towards the river, he could figure it out. He studied the driftwood that floated down
the estuary towards the river. He didn't know what he wanted, but he was fed up with The Black
Dog. Same guys drinking, complaining about the gringos and telling inappropriate jokes. Not that he
cared if a joke was in bad taste but they could at least be funny. Same girls, dancing, pushing their
breasts against you, willing to go to bed if they thought there was a chance you'd marry them, or at
least live with them which, in his case, was not about to happen. Tough Latino women who had
survived the long trek to the United States and the Hudson Valley, how he didn't care to think about,
dreaming of a decent life with a small, neat house, a good husband with a good job and a family.
They worked as maids, as waitresses, in small factories, anyplace where they weren't particular about
documents, always worried they might be caught and deported. A few sold themselves or, if hassled
by a cop, did for free whatever was asked. He had heard of women cops on occasion doing the
asking. They lived in cramped apartments just like he did. Saturday night at The Black Dog was their
only break from the grinding routine. It was a loud, brightly lit bar with pounding salsa music
ricocheting around the room. Some of the town's better citizens periodically pressured Al Davis, the
Chief of Police, to shut the place down; but Eduardo Reyes, the owner, paid Davis handsomely, and
The Black Dog stayed open. He could only imagine what the Chief told the better citizens.
He gazed at the spit of land across the estuary that blocked his view of the Hudson and
wondered why, in six years, he had never gone over there. About a mile upstream, where the estuary
narrowed, a trail led along the spit. Just then, he felt a hand caress his neck and then touch his
cheek. A voice whispered in his ear: "I should strangle you. It would be tan sencillo ... so easy." She
paused for effect. "But I think I'll kiss you instead." A set of moist lips brushed along the back of his
neck, and a tongue flicked into his right ear. "How does that feel? Give you any ideas?"
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Elena slipped around the bench and lowered herself onto his lap. She put a hand in his crotch.
"You're lucky," she said, "that I left my knife at home." She ran a finger along his lips. "Why
did you leave, hijo de puta ... son-of-a-bitch?"
"I had to get out."
"Just like that?"
"Just like that."
"We were having a good time."
"You were having a good time."
"You are an hijo de puta," she said. "I have no idea why I bother with you."
"Then don't."
"Do you want to go back and dance some more?"
"No."
"Do you want to fuck? We could go to my place. Everyone will be at The Black Dog for a
while."
"No."
"That's not what you said last week."
"Last week was last week."
"God, you're screwed up. This is getting old. Are you dreaming of going back to Ramona?
Don't you get it? She's waiting for Miguel."
"She'll have to wait a long time."
"What are you talking about?"
"Miguel got deported. He's back in Mexico."
"I see."
Elena stood up.
"If you don't want to dance and you don't want to fuck ... then fuck you."
She strode back towards The Black Dog, her high heels unsteady in the grass and then clicking
on the pavement. He didn't watch her go, but he pictured her swaying rear end in her tight skirt and
wondered if he'd made a mistake. He also asked himself how she had snuck up on him. Was he
getting careless?
The next morning, Sunday, he got up ahead of his housemates and decided to go fishing. He
pushed aside boxes in a closet crammed with clothes and junk and reached, in the back, the spinning
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rod and lures he had bought for five dollars at the Goodwill. He wasn't sure at the time why he had
done it since he had never liked fishing despite his father having taken him as a boy. He had come,
however, to relish the solitude of fishing at the estuary. More often than not, he threw back the
striped bass or perch, the usual catch, as he had no love for cleaning fish. When he had been with
Ramona, she had been happy to gut and debone the fish and fry the fillets in a little olive oil with
garlic and onions. After savoring a couple of glasses of Rioja and putting Emilio and Marisol to bed,
she was always in the mood; and their coupling was heated although she warned him to keep the
noise down. She never let him spend the night.
"Not until I know you're really serious."
He put on his wide-brimmed, battered hat, grabbed a paper shopping bag from under the
kitchen sink - just in case - and quietly left. Fishing pole set jauntily on his shoulder, he strolled
down a maple-shaded street in what had once been an Italian neighborhood of one and two-family
houses but was now mostly Hispanic. In those homes rented to unattached men or women, the
bedrooms slept anywhere from two to four with one or two occasionally in the living rooms.
Other homes were rented to intact families, but even single-family houses were often shared
by two famiiies. When complaints from the gringos became sufficiently numerous and strident, the
police might raid the neighborhood and cart off a few undocumenteds, some of whom would
eventually be deported. Mostly, however, the cops left the neighborhood alone unless the drugdealing became too obvious or a fight turned really ugly.
Pedro turned onto Lake and headed down the hill towards the estuary. Halfway down, he took
a path that slanted through a ravine that reached the estuary a mile up from where it disgorged into
the Hudson. From this point, a little used dirt road followed the estaury downstream and ended in
the jumble of homes, shops, cheap restaurants and bars that included The Black Dog. Once a
fashionable part of town that boasted a marina, the hard times the town had suffered in recent years
had closed the marina and left the area the worse for wear although more recently it had become
partially hip with a health food store and a vegetarian cafe.
He clipped on a lure and cast halfway across the estuary. He smiled. He had gotten pretty
good at this. He reeled in the lure, pulled the rod backwards and cast again. He let the lure ride with
the currant, reeling in periodically to keep it from drifting too far downstream. He scratched the
back of his neck and adjusted his hat to keep the sun off his face. He stared at the slow current and
the reflections of trees in full leaf in the water. If he didn't catch anything soon, he would take a nap.
The grass was lush along the bank. Why couldn't he get serious about Elena? She was a good dancer,
pleasant company, and wonderful in bed. And she didn't sleep around - as far as he knew - not like
some of the women he danced with at The Black Dog. As for himself ... well ... he hadn't slept with
anyone but Elena for at least two months. It was clear that she wanted him. Why couldn't life be
simple? Work was. You started in the spring and ended late in the fall. During the winter, you played
cards, watched television, drank more than necessary and slept whenever you felt like it with the
routine broken up by odd handyman jobs and shoveling walks during snowstorms. Simple as apple
pie as the gringos liked to say, as if they knew anything. Of course, except for the owner of the
roofing company and the foreman, his contact with the gringos was minimal. Maybe they did know
something, and he just hadn't figured it out.
He felt a sharp tug on the line, and the rod jerked forward. The line whirred out. He stopped it
and started reeling in. The work was hard. Must be a big one, and it was fighting damn hard for its
life. He would reel in steadily for a minute: but then the fish would take off, and the line would sing.
His arm muscles ached as he fought the fish. He spread his legs and kept up the pressure, hoping to
wear out the creature. Was it some kind of sea monster lost up the Hudson? Finally, he was able to
reel in evenly with only a weakening drag on the line. He got the fish to the bank and netted the
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largest striped bass he'd ever seen. He let the fish drop onto the grass and watched, in admiration, as
the bass flopped up and down in its final moments.
It was then that he knew what he wanted to do.
***
He rang the buzzer for Ramona's apartment.
"Who is it?"
"Pedro."
"What the hell do you want?"
"May I please come up?"
"No."
"I have something special to show you."
"I'll bet."
"Come on. Please."
He took the fish out of the shopping bag and laid it on the counter next to the sink. He grinned
at her, like a little boy who has brought a present home for his grandmother. He liked that Ramona
was a big, but not fat, woman with broad shoulders and ample breasts. He was a tall, solid man and
liked how she took up the space when he put his arms around her. He should not have given her up,
but she had crowded him. How long ago was that? Almost two years. God ... time.
"I haven't seen you since forever, and you come by so I can clean and cook this monster fish?"
"It will feed the whole family. You can even invite your parents up."
"What makes you think they'd want to see you?"
"Then don't invite them. Can just be the four of us." He looked around. "Where are the kids?"
"With friends."
"When will they be back?"
"None of your business."
"I heard that Miguel got deported. The one-eyed soccer star is gone."
"I know. He sent me a note from Mexico, thanking me for all I'd done for him. Guess he didn't
send you one, thanking you for all you hadn't done."
roof."

"We couldn't afford to keep a man who couldn't pay the rent. Wasn't my fault he fell off a
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"Was somebody's," she snapped.
"Look, I didn't come here to talk about your ex-lover's bad luck."
"He was never my lover. He stayed faithful to his wife."
"I'll bet."
She gave him a hard stare and moved to put the fish back in the bag. He stopped her.
"Keep it. Even if you don't invite me to dinner."
"Do you meant that?"
"Of course, although I'd rather come for dinner." He wandered around her kitchen. He
picked up a blue and white plate with a floral border. "I always liked these. You have excellent
taste."
"Not in all things."
"Look, I made a mistake ... a big mistake. We could start again. You know how much I love
Emilio and Marisol. I've missed them. I've missed you."
Before letting him take her to bed that afternoon, she made him promise that he would never
again set foot in The Black Dog. Not even for a couple of beers with the guys. He promised,
apparently without hesitation. After all, he had remarked, why would he need The Black Dog if he
had Ramona. After he had gone back to his place, having kissed her gently and saying he would be
back at six, she shook her head and wondered whether she wasn't repeating the same idiocy. But she
wanted a man in her life and a father for the kids, who hadn't seen their own father in years. She
had no intention of inviting her parents up from downstairs tonight. Ramona had the second floor
of a house that her father owned. If Pedro were going to start coming around, it was a good thing
she had her own entrance. She would see how things went before telling her parents she was back
with him.
Dinner was a success. The bass was exquisite. Ramona rubbed it with cilantro and panroasted it. She made a sauce of white wine, garlic and a touch of cream. She also made saffron rice
dotted with diced carrots and a huge salad. Pedro brought a bottle of wine and a mild Mexican white
cheese for dessert. Emilio and Marisol were thrilled to see him. They danced around him and, at
dinner, rattled on about their afternoon with the four Delgado kids who lived around the corner.
"You caught a big fish today," said Marisol.
Before she could stop herself, Ramona laughed.
"What's funny, Mama?" asked Marisol. "It's very good."
"I feel happy," said Ramona, "and it is indeed very good."
***
Things went well. Pedro was attentive in a way he hadn't been the last time. Although
occasionally he had doubts - and thoughts of Elena, he was confident, or hoped, he had made the
right call. Life was looking up. The weather had grown hotter but not overly humid. He could do no
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wrong on the soccer field; and his team won game after game, crushing both Hispanic and gringo
teams. With the fine weather, roofing was going gang busters. He sent an extra large check to his
wife in El Salvador, including a note asking how things were and whether his kids might visit one of
these days. He was at Ramona's two or three nights a week. They had dinner and watched television
like a regular family. One Sunday, Ramona invited her parents up for lunch, and Pedro was on his
best behavior. Her parents were cordial, but reserved, not quite convinced by Ramona's assurances
that this time things were different. That Pedro had learned his lesson and matured.
One Friday evening, about three months into their renewed relationship, Ramona put the
kids to bed, made coffee and set out a plate of cookies. She sat wearily on the blue leatherette couch
and motioned for Pedro to sit next to her. She kissed him on the cheek and covered his hand with
hers. He moved closer, nuzzled her neck and slipped a hand between her legs. It had been a long
week at the bodega where she worked, but she was determined to have this conversation tonight.
She had waited long enough. She removed his hand.
"Don't worry," she said with a smile. "We're going to bed, but first there's something I want to
talk about."
"Isn't it more fun talking afterwards?"
"It won't take long."
"Go ahead."
"The last few months have been wonderful," she said. "I wasn't sure at first, but you surprised
me. You've grown, and I admire you for that. I'm also falling in love with you."
"And I love you too. So what are we talking about?"
"It's time you moved in. I want to live with you, and I hope you feel the same. Besides, how
can you stand living with four sloppy guys in that crowded apartment. We have plenty of room here,
not to mention the garden in back."
"Does this mean you want to get married?"
"Not yet, but I'd like us to talk about it."
"I'd need to get divorced."
"It's not like you ever see your wife. How long has it been?"
"About six years."
"You'd get a green card, and I'd be happy if your kids came to visit ... or to live."
"Can I have some time?" he asked.
"Of course. I don't want to rush you. I just thought it was the right thing to do."
"Could be." He took her face in his hands and kissed her full on the lips, which she parted.
"Ready for bed?"
The next evening, he stood on the bank of the estuary and stared into the water. It was a cold,
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clear night; and he was shivering. Occasionally, he looked up at the black sky filled with stars. He
couldn't remember ever seeing quite so many. The lights of the town were dim by comparison. He
had worked that afternoon in Ramona's back yard, raking leaves and clearing out dead plants in her
vegetable garden. When he left, he said he would be back for supper. It was well past supper now,
and he couldn't get his head straight. It had been a reasonable proposition, and she wasn't pressing
him the way she had the last time. Having his two kids, who would be much bigger than the last time
he saw them, come live - legally - in America was an exciting notion. Maybe he'd have to compromise
with his wife - ex if this went forward - and get them only six months a year, but that would be six
months more than he had now. Yet something gnawed at him. He wished he knew what it was.
Pedro shrugged, took a last look at the current and turned towards the street that meandered
up the hill to the main part of town. Three women got out of a car and walked side-by-side down the
street. The one in the middle was Elena. She had on a short coat, skin-tight jeans and stiletto heels the ones she liked to call her "fuck-me" shoes. How she danced like an undulating cobra in those
heels had always been a mystery to him. He thought of her rubbing her slim body against him during
the slow tunes, and a shiver coursed through him. When they reached The Black Dog, the women
stopped, dropped cigarettes on the pavement and mashed them flat. Elena didn't look in his
direction. The women went into the bar.
He crossed the patch of grass, past the flag pole with the American flag snapping in the sharp
breeze, and started up the street. He walked past the darkened health food store, the River Tavern
where the white, blue-collar crowd liked to drink, Bud's Pizza and the second-hand clothing store
and stopped in front of The Black Dog. He took a cigar from his inside coatpocket. He put it back. He
looked at the stars ... much dimmer here. He looked across the street at El Sol Rojo, the Mexican
restaurant, and scuffed the toe of his boot on the sidewalk. He rubbed his hands together. He should
have worn gloves. He was still shivering. He pushed open the door to The Black Dog. The odor of
beer and popcorn washed over him and out to the street. He put a foot inside and stopped. "What the
fuck am I doing?" He backed out and started up the street. As he climbed the hill, he laughed softly.
He would have to think of a good reason why he had missed supper.
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Journal Holiday Guide, and in Alexander City Alabama Magazine. She is a member of The Live Poets Society
in Daytona Beach, FL.
Ronald J. Pelias’s work has appeared in a number of journals, including Small Pond, Midwest Poetry
Review, Margie, and Whetstone. His most recent books, Leaning: A Poetics of Personal Relations (Left Coast
Press), and Performance: An Alphabet of Performative Writing (Left Coast Press), If the Truth Be Told
(Sense Publications) call upon the poetic as a research strategy.
Dan Reynolds is the editor-in-chief of Risk & Insurance, the leading commercial insurance trade publication
in the United States; based in Horsham, Pa. He is a magna cum laude graduate of the University of Pittsburgh
whose work has appeared in Wharton Magazine, Pittsburgh Quarterly, the Philadelphia Inquirer and
numerous literary journals.
W. M. (Bill) Rivera has had four collections of poetry published: “Buried in the Mind’s Backyard” (2011),
“The Living Clock” (2013), “Noise” (2015), “Café Select” (2016), along with acceptances in poetry journals. He
is a retired professor and current consultant in the field of agricultural development and has traveled widely.
Tom Sheehan's 23rd book is in the publishing cycle, titled Swan River Daisy, and he has nominations for a
National Book Award, Best Military Book of the Year, 30 Pushcarts, five Best of the Net with one awarded, and
short story awards from Nazar Look for 2012-2015.
Greg Stidham is a retired pediatric intensivist (ICU physician). In addition to a vastly rewarding vocation in
medicine, he has had a passion for his avocation of writing. He currently lives in Kingston, Ontario, with his
wife, Pam, and their geriatric foundling dog, Minnie.
Lauren Suchenski is a fragment sentence-dependent, ellipsis-loving writer and lives somewhere where the
trees change color. As a poet, ballet dancer, actress, photographer, painter, mother and Waldorf educator,
Lauren believes in the inherent creative capability within all people.
Diane Webster's goal is to remain open to poetry ideas in everyday life or nature or an overheard phrase
and to write from her perspective at the moment. Many nights she falls asleep juggling images to fit into a
poem. Her work has appeared in Philadelphia Poets, Illya's Honey, River Poets Journal and other literary
magazines.

Jeffrey Dunne, known as the sunrise stalker artist from
2010 to 2016, is a local Daytona Beach, FL photographer.
Each day before sunrise and sunset he heads to the beach to
photograph the surf, the rising sun and moon, pelicans,
herons, egrets, and assorted birds and fish, as well as natural
sand sculptures, fishing boats, early worshiping sun risers,
and moon lovers, with the backdrop of twinkling high rise
hotels. Each day’s photographs tell a different story.
He shares his beautiful photographs freely on his Facebook
account. He also produces a yearly calendar of beach photos.
To order his 2017 calendar, send a check or money order for
$25 with a self-address shipping label to: Jeffrey Dunne, 325
Plaza Blvd, Daytona Beach FL, 32118.
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Individual works are copyright © by their respective creators.
No poem/prose/artwork/photography may be reproduced
without express permission by the author.
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